
Chairpersons Report. 

2019...2020 

 

Having just been elected chair of the SFCC it is safe to say I was happy and proud.  Having been a 

founder member way back in the past around about 35 years ago… (not sure exactly when), I had 

for many years been Secretary, coaching officer and vice chair, but, never chair.    It was an honour.  

It was also going to be an easy ride.  A great committee a healthy balance book and a successful 

2020 to look forward too.  Well how did that turnout! 

 

All seemed to be going well,  pool sessions busy and full,  memberships ticking over,  coaching 

courses being organised, club trips and peer trips.  Working with the committee we were beginning 

to plan OC trips, sea kayaking and of course river trips; dare I say it there were even mentions of 

SUPs.  Then the world changed. 

 

Pool sessions cancelled, canoeing in all forms cancelled, lockdown and keep your distance became 

the norm.   This couldn’t be much worse for a canoe club.   Yet we with the support of the 

committee we worked hard at keeping our members in touch and up to date. 

 

The committee met by zoom, Facebook and the website were constantly updated.  I attended 

numerous update zoom meetings with the SCA.  Slowly we adapted to a different norm.  By the end 

of June we had club trips back on.  We opened up our stores and we were back out and on the water.  

New members joined and coaching continued.  Peer trips popped back up and the club got back out 

in the water in a safe way.   We now have a covid policy and a covid safety officer. 

 

Behind the scenes we continued to work with the SCA  with Fiona registering as our new 

safeguarding officer and our coaches attending zoom meetings to comply with the new BCU 

safeguarding CPD. 

 

Several of our members have updated or increased their coaching/leading qualifications and thanks 

to M. Brook an FSRT and WWSR courses are under way for members.  Jason and Keiran ran 

bespoke coaching courses and of course the Venga boys were usually around. 

 

None of this would have been possible without the support of a great committee,  and I thank them 

all for their hard work.    Coaching, finance, trip approval, SCA credentials, membership and stores 

all these areas continued to function. In particular I would like thank those who are 

retiring/resigning: Jason, Michael, Sean and Liz.  Which leaves us some big boots to fill.  We need 

members to step up and join the committee a successful club needs people to help the committee 

run the everyday and to plan for the future or even the unexpected.  So step forward your club needs 

you! 

 

What 2021 will bring, no one can imagine but your club will continue to promote canoeing and 

provide opportunities for paddling. 

 

 

Chris Clark 


